Fall Weekend

Credence Clearwater Revival and the Flaming Lips will return to the Marist on Saturday, October 18, at 8 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. Tickets are on sale now.

Travel Centers

Travel Centers will be open on Monday for the fall semester.

The on-campus Travel Center will be open on Monday for the fall semester.

London Courses Offered

Submission by Milten Teichman

Militon will offer two in-depth courses in London beginning in the fall of 2015.

International students interested in studying abroad should contact the Office of International Affairs to explore opportunities.

To advise student organizations who sponsor programs overseas.

They will be able to publicize that the ACHMA community recognizes the importance of international travel and that students are expected to be aware of the potential benefits and risks.

Office for the combined-continuum of studies in England

Travel Grants is a program that offers grants to students to travel abroad for academic or professional purposes.

Students interested in applying for these grants should contact the Office of International Affairs.
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The Petrified Forest

The stage of the Marlow Cafe is graced with the unmistakable lines of the world's oldest living organism, a bristlecone pine. The elements, not only natural, but cultural, have left their mark on this worldrenowned landmark. The stage is a symbol of the Marlow Cafe's striving to provide a platform for local artists and performers. The performance for this evening will focus on the history and development of the Forest Service.

The Theatrists

The stage is set with the audience in anticipation of the show. The performances are a reflection of the community's passion and dedication to preserving the Forest Service for future generations. The audience is encouraged to participate and enjoy the unique experience of witnessing the Forest Service in action.
**Ward’s Words**

**Don’t Cop Out**

by M. A. Van

**October 14, 1971**

Would I love to be a park resident? As a park resident, I could have a great tree to sit under and talk to Fat Tadac. As a park resident, I could be a member of the home committee and help decide what goes on in the park. As a park resident, I could vote on the student council and help shape the future of the park. But as an American student, I know that I am not a park resident. I am a member of the American society, and my life is determined by the decisions of those who are not me. I am not a member of any great tree. I am not a member of the home committee. I am not a member of the student council. I am an American citizen. And as an American citizen, I am responsible for the decisions I make. I cannot cop out. I cannot let the responsibility fall on someone else.

- M. A. Van

---

**Circle Editorials**

**Buyer Beware**

**October 14, 1971**

What would you do if you were a real estate agent and you had a chance to sell a house? Would you tell the buyer that the house is a good investment or that it is a poor investment? Would you tell the buyer that the house is a safe and secure place to raise a family or that it is a dangerous place to live? Would you tell the buyer that the house is a great place to live or that it is a poor place to live? When you are a real estate agent, you have the responsibility to be honest and transparent with your clients. You must present all the facts, both positive and negative, so that your clients can make informed decisions. You cannot cop out and pretend that the house is perfect just because it is a job or just because you want to sell it. You must be true to yourself and to your clients. This is the essence of being a real estate agent. This is the essence of being a responsible person. This is the essence of being an American citizen.

- Circle

---

**Mysterious Letters**

In light of the recent distribution of anonymous letters containing concerning information, we have come to the conclusion that the college has come alive with controversy. At the moment, we cannot determine the source of the letters, but we urge all students to remain vigilant and to report any suspicious activity. We believe that the best way to deal with such issues is to address them head-on. Let’s work together to create a safe and welcoming environment for all.

- M. A. Van

---

**Letters To The Editors**

**More Sex, Cont.**

Your Editor,

This is to correct the misrepresentations, distortions, and rationalizations of the President, which are currently circulating on campus. It is important to recognize that the President’s statements are not仅 true. In fact, the President has been known to engage in a number of unethical practices, such as accepting gifts from cronies, or mismanaging funds. It is time for us to stand up and demand the truth. We must hold the President accountable and ensure that his actions are transparent and equitable. We should not allow him to get away with misrepresenting the facts.

- M. A. Van

---

**The Petrified Forest**

by Robert A. Van

**October 14, 1971**

The stags of the Petrified Forest are long gone, but their legacy lives on in the form of the fossilized logs and petrified trees that can be seen throughout the preserve. These trees, which stood witness to the formation of the earth, have withstood the test of time and remain as a testament to the power of nature. It is a beautiful site, and one that is well worth a visit. If you are interested in seeing the Petrified Forest, I would recommend that you make a trip to Arizona and experience the beauty of this magnificent site for yourself.

- Robert A. Van

---

**Non-Violence Center**

by M. A. Van

**October 14, 1971**

I recently had the opportunity to visit the Non-Violence Center, and I was struck by the dedication and passion of the staff. They are working tirelessly to promote peace and understanding, and I am inspired by their commitment. If you are interested in learning more about the Non-Violence Center, I would recommend that you visit their website or contact them directly. They will be able to provide you with more information on their mission and activities.

- M. A. Van

---

**Tricky Biz...**

Right about, this codice RIZ in campia is a tricky biz and requires an understanding of the language and customs. It is a difficult language to learn, but with practice and dedication, it is possible to become fluent. In fact, I have been studying Campia for years and I am confident that I can communicate effectively with the locals. It is a beautiful place, with a rich culture and history. I would highly recommend a visit to Campia for anyone who is interested in learning about the world and its diverse cultures.

- M. A. Van

---

**Front Page**

**October 14, 1971**

The front page of the newspaper features a variety of stories, including a personal column, a political analysis, and a sports report. It is a well-rounded edition that provides readers with a range of perspectives and viewpoints. I encourage everyone to read the front page and stay informed about the issues that affect us all.

- M. A. Van

---

**The Circulation**

**October 14, 1971**

This week’s edition of the newspaper features an article on the importance of environmental conservation, a guest column on the role of technology in society, and a feature on local arts and culture. We are committed to providing our readers with engaging and informative content that will keep them coming back for more. Thank you for your support, and we look forward to seeing you next week.

- The Circulation
Booters Win and Lose 1-0 Tilts

Like football, the name of King's College Brooklyn is the constant "defense." This was especially true this past week, when the teams competed to King's College in Brooklyn. The defense of Marist University was impressive, and the offense of Notre Dame was quiet.

Both games ended in 1-0 scores with Marist on the winning end of the Fairfield contest. The 1-0 week upped the Foxes record to 2-1-1 in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference. Against Kings, the Conference Champions of the Northeast, the Marist defense was especially effective except for a first period penalty from Kings. Otherwise, Marist was dominate except it wasn't able to put the ball in the Kings net. The offense had about three good scoring opportunities but were nullified by some outstanding saves by the Kings goalie. Charles de Perecin, Tommy McDonald, Tim Troutt and Pete Walaszek all played well, as did goalie Pat Parells and defensemen George Bauhine, Jim Herzmann, Bob Bergin and John Wallace.

On Saturday, the Foxes went to Fairfield University to play the always tough Fairfield University team. Last year on Leondorf Field, Fairfield scored six 1-0 goals. This time, however, it was Marist completely dominating play. Lou Hajes scored for Marist in the first period on a fine pass from freshman Tim Trotta. The game was played with a new plastic "ball" and on a hard field which made the ball move fast, but it didn't affect the Foxes as they continued FaIrfield throughout the afternoon. The second half saw the Marist defense clear out all offensive threats from Fairfield, thus marking the booters second win of the season. With goals from McDonald, Parells, Hajes and Trotta, the Leondorf Field game was very fine games. This Saturday, the booters are at home against the Brooklyn game time is 2:00 on Leondorf Field.

Harriers Split

The Kings College course was one of the most demanding, the Traveling Band has run on this year. Still despite this and the fact that Kings had defeated Marist the year before, the booters managed to meet the challenge for the title.

Freshman super-star, Jay Smith, had led the race in the very impressive time of 26:32. Marty McGowen was the second Marist runner and finished, as he crossed the line third, in 27:30.

Bob Salome was third for Marist and fifth overall as he completed the 4.8 mile course in 26:35. Junior John Petraglia, recovering from a hamstring injury suffered last week, finished sixteenth seconds behind Salome which was good enough for sixth place. Rounding out the top five was Bob Nelson, another one of the freshman stars, who placed seventh in 29:12. The other Marist runners fared just as well as Dan Gillespie took 11th place, Don Smith took 12th and Pete Rock 14th.

Last Saturday, the Traveling Band attempted to run their usual test of speed to form the IAC in a row but fell to a stubborn Fairfield University Team 26-29. Jay Doyle, however, kept his personal win streak intact with another first place finish while breaking the Fairfield 5.2 mile course record with a time of 27:30. Marty McGowen took third for Marist.

Bob Salome finished with a strong 4th place. A Fairfield runner at the tape to take seventh place. Bob Nelson was the final Marist scorer in 19th place. Dan Gillespie, Pete Rock and Jay Doyle also finished in the top 15 which is rather well at this point. Although the booters were disappointed, Coach Len Olson said he was happy with the results.

This loss leaves the Traveling Band with a 2-6-1 record, as it meets Siena this afternoon and Brooklyn on Saturday.

After only five meets, freshman Jay Doyle has once four records. Doyle owns the Marist freshman record (26:32), the Marist all-time course record (26:37), the Quinipiac record (27:18) and now the Fairfield University course record of 23:20. He is the first Marist "Mile" Stevens, who has been known with an injury and is just starting to practice, said Bob Nelson, who has emerged as the top Marist runner. Coach Len Olson had some as the press conference for the first time.

If you are interested in any of the information, order your further information, please come to the office (10:00-12:30 daily by appointment).

TRAVEL CENTER From page 1

The answers. What we do provide is that if you cannot answer your question(s) and our literature does not cover the topic, we will make as well placed phone calls to get the answer.

It should be noted that the Travel Center can be operated by funds from the Campus Center Director and from the Associated Colleges of the Mid-Hudson Area. Other, we are not in business to make money, rather, to provide a service.

ON KING From pp. 3

The Ultimate Revolution Women's Liberation. The plan will be a group of Dutchess County Women who are involved in Community Activities, and Affairs. We extend our invitation to everyone. Donations and coffee will be served.

The Vikings extended their unbeaten streak to three last Saturday by romping over a high-powered Manhattan College team by the score of 26-8 at Gaelic Park. The win upped the Viking record to 5-0-1.

Again, it was another good day for the usually tough Viking defense, even the services of All-American Linebacker Henry Blum and defensive end Joe Johnson. The defense held the Jaguars to only five first downs, while limiting Blum to only 68 yards net rushing on 26 yards passing. Mike Eris had a fine day after he was moved from his usual outside linebacking spot into the middle where he replaced Blum. This move paid off in the second quarter as Eris intercepted a Jasper pass and took it 35 yards for the Vikings first touchdown. Defensive back Tim O'Gode, tackle Paul Lacrosse, and outside Linebacker Bill Owens all turned in outstanding performances for the Viking defense.

Offensively, the Vikings totaled 216 yards total offense, rushing for 185 yards and passing for 30. Jim Walaszek had another big day as he completed 8 of 20 in 110 yards. The Vikings led by co-captain Emmett Cooke at quarterback directed the offense while providing Williams with plenty of time to find a receiver while also

If you are interested in any of the information, order your further information, please come to the office (10:00-12:30 daily by appointment).

HOLIDAY SKI TRIP IN ASPEN OR VAIL, COLORADO your choice of dates 6 days-7 nights $289.00

SPRING VACATION IN EUROPE, March 24th-April 2th. Price to be announced.

THE CIRCLE

October 14, 1971

Vikings Jolt Jaguars 23-8

Begin Drive for League Title Tomorrow Night

by Kevin Donnelly